Marching-Graph is a new visualization that integrates the graph metaphor and the spatial metaphor into a single visualization. It provides users with highly interactive maps for accessing the logical structures of information that has the geographical attributes. Instead of presenting known facts onto maps, it provides a mechanism for users to visually analyze and seek unknown knowledge through effective human-map interaction and navigation across different spaces. However, the traditional force-directed layout algorithms are very slow in reaching an equilibrium configuration of forces. They usually spend tens of seconds making the layout of a graph converge. Thus, those force-directed layout algorithms can not satisfy the requirement for drawing a sequence of graphs rapidly, while the users are quickly marching through the geographic regions. This paper proposes a fast convergence layout method that speeds up the interaction time while users are progressively exploring a sequence of graphs through a series of force-directed layouts in Marching-Graph. It essentially combines a radial tree drawing method and a force-directed graph drawing method to achieve the fast convergence of energy minimization.
Introduction
Many spatially-related information systems such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS) provide predefined functions allowing the automatic generation of graphic maps to be used for viewing, exploring and manipulating the data sets which contain spatial attributes. These maps usually employ interactive graphic techniques to enable their interactive capacities. We call such maps the "spatial frame of references". Displaying a familiar geometric map as the background, on which spatial related data items are positioned, aims at amplifying the human cognition process.
In the design of user interfaces, while most existing spatial data mining methods consider the use of a spatial metaphor (the graphic map) to amplify the cognition process in navigating the geographic data, they do not care about the human factors involved in viewing and exploring mined data structures (such as a variety of output patterns). In most cases, they usually use icon positioning, colour-coding and simple geometric symbols to visualize the statistical results that associate with particular geographic regions. Alternatively, only a textual interface is provided for users to exploit the underlying patterns. However, in many cases, the output patterns are complex, and sometimes include multiple types of relationships. Much of these data is of multivariate nature, featuring from two to hundreds of attributes. Therefore, a simple statistical or textual output cannot satisfy the need to unveil the potential patterns. Hence there is an urgent need to find new efficient user interfaces that are human-centered.
Visual approaches to data exploration and analysis have arisen in many different areas and now been effectively applied. The database community has coined the phrase "visual data mining" to describe their efforts, while the terms "exploratory visual analysis" or "exploratory data analysis" are more common within the statistics community. During the above visual exploratory process, graph visualization has been used as one of the primary vehicles for the viewing, navigation and manipulation tasks through visual transformations.
Graph visualization uses a graph metaphor to map the extracted patterns onto one or more graphs, and then applies the graphic rendering techniques to converting graphs into the visual structures for display. Graph visualization concentrates on the automatic positioning of vertices and edges on the screen. A good layout of graph allows users to understand data more easily. Moreover, using an interactive graphics will facilitate users to explore the output patterns and discover the underlying information. Typical existing applications of visual spatial data mining [1−3] combine the information visualization with the thematic maps for the exploration of both geographic locations and analytical patterns.
However, most visual spatial data mining methods divide the spatial metaphor and the graph metaphor into different visual objects (such as windows, widgets) for display (see Fig.1 ). The divided displaying approaches do not explicitly represent the correlation between any two visual metaphors, which would possibly cause the following problems:
• Lack of the overall context of visualization: If the entire visualization is separated into several pieces, then the visualization will lose its completeness. This will greatly reduce the readability and understandability of the overall visual structure. Shifting the focus across different pieces of visualization will cost users extra cognitive effort.
• Inconvenience of cross navigation: It is inconvenient for users to navigate across different visual metaphors that are located in different pieces of visualization. Sphere [4] in 2002, which integrated the spatial metaphor and the graph metaphor into a single visualization. In order to implement the combination of both embodiments of graphs and spatial frame of reference, Marching Sphere renders the two-dimensional map onto a virtual 3D scene. It represents the complex relational information structures by using 3D graphs that are just located above the areas where the interactive map is displayed. This approach achieves the unique mapping between graph-structured information and spatial references. While Marching Sphere is a good solution to combining two visual metaphors in visualizing complex information, it has the following weaknesses: 1) the implementation of 3D graphics is computationally expensive on desktop PCs; 2) it is practically difficult to navigate across 2D and 3D visual metaphors.
Therefore, we proposed a new fused visual metaphor, called Marching-Graph [5] in 2005, which replaced 3D spheres with 2D graphs, for the exploration of spatially related data. We drew the abstract data structure (as a graph) in a 2D circular geometric area above a focused geospatial region linking to that area. At any instant of time, we only showed the detailed layout of one particular graph above a geospatial area of interest to present the relational data associated with this area. It allowed the user to "march" on the whole geospatial map region by region, through the opening and displaying of a series of graphs. Moreover, it provided a variety of 2D interactive methods (include zooming, filtering, highlighting, coloring etc.) allowing users to interactively read and interpret the spatially referenced data through the rich graphical representations (see Fig.2 ). Since both of the spatial metaphor and the graph metaphor were represented in 2D graphical spaces, this approach was much easier and straightforward to be implemented and used than the Marching Sphere approach.
Force-directed layout algorithms [6−9] are very popular in graph visualization due to their flexibility, ease of implementation, and the aesthetically pleasant drawings they produce. These algorithms always seek an equilibrium configuration of forces to reach a locally minimized energy of layout. This is usually achieved by using a simple "follow your nose" algorithm that smoothly moves all nodes from their initial positions to the final positions through iterations towards an equilibrium configuration of forces. In general, the "follow your nose" algorithm works as follows, with nodes initially placed at random locations of a geometrical plane. At each iteration (that could be implemented as an animation loop), the total force applied on each node is computed, and each node is moved in the direction of the force by a small amount, thus maintaining the human mental map. In this paper, we propose a fast convergence method for drawing force-directed layout graphs. This algorithm is effective in speeding up the interaction time when users explore a series of graphs
We essentially combine a radial tree drawing method and a force-directed graph drawing method to achieve the fast convergence of energy minimization. The transformation of the radial drawing of a graph G to the final force-directed layout will not only greatly reduce the convergence time of the drawing, but also preserve the user's mental map when moving from one view to another.
Method
Assuming a connected and tree-like graph G={V,E}, G contains a backbone tree T′={r,V′,E′}, where r is the root of T ′ ; V′=V; and E′⊆E is a set of tree edges. As a tree-like graph, G consists of a small set of non-tree edges E″,
where E″=E−E′. Thus, graph G could be approximately defined as G={T ′ ,E″}, where E″⊂E is a non-tree edge set.
The tree-like graphs widely exist in social networks which are examined in Marching-Graph. For example, the graphs with 129 and 160 vertices, which are used in the following experimental evaluation, are a friendship network and a network of websites respectively. We first extract the backbone tree T′={r,V′,E′} from G. This can be done through a breadth-first search.
Since the radial drawing algorithm is straightforward and computationally inexpensive, we then use a radial drawing algorithm to draw T ′ as the backbone layout of graph G. Another reason that we choose the radial drawing method to create the initial layout of graphs is this method satisfies the domain requirements of our initial application: Marching-Graph. Marching-Graph uses a series of circular areas to display graphs. Therefore, the pattern of a series of concentric rings used in radial drawings is very close to the expected final layout of graphs in the Marching-Graph application.
Once the backbone layout of G is calculated, we simply draw all edges in E'' into the layout as a set of straight-lines linking between each pair of start-node and end-node, without changing any node positions predefined in the backbone layout.
In the final step, we apply a force-directed drawing algorithm to the above layout to replace the initial radial drawing of graph G. We aim to smooth the transition between two layouts when switching from the radial drawing to the final force-directed drawing of G.
After the switch, we could incrementally explore the graph G through the change of views by using an on-line animated force-directed graph drawing method [10] . The pipeline of this fast convergence layout algorithm is diagrammed in Fig.4 . We now discuss these steps one by one in details. 
Data abstraction
The first step of visualization abstracts a graph G from a given spatial referenced information repository. The data will be stored in XML files in the XGMML-format. XGMML (eXtensible Graph Markup and Modelling Language) is an XML application based GML standard that is commonly used for graph description. This modelling language uses tags to describe vertices and edges of a graph. Using XGMML to describe graphs enables graph data to be exchanged between different authoring and browsing tools.
In many cases, the information repository we want to visualize could store mined data which may contain complex relational structures and from which we might abstract more than one graph. Furthermore, in most cases this information repository could be dynamic so that the content of the repository may update from time to time corresponding to the data mining process. Therefore, the use of an online visualization method as a part of the visual data process is more appropriate.
Imposing a tree structure
We assume that the given graph G=(V,E) is connected and has a set of vertices V={v 1 ,v 2 ,…,v n } and a set of edges E⊆V×V. To use the existing radial tree drawing algorithm to create the backbone layout of G, we have to extract a tree T ′ ={r,V′,E′} from G. This can be done through a breadth-first search to establish a new edge set E′ in which each edge e i is in tree T ′ .
In order to extract tree structures from arbitrary graphs, we use a series of adjacent link lists AdjLinkedLists to record each pair of connected vertices in graph G. We then choose a vertex v i ∈V as the root r. Note that we usually choose a vertex v i which has the highest degree as the root. Starting from this root vertex, we apply a breadth-first search algorithm to these AdjLinkedLists. others are collected into E' as tree edges.
Radial layout of tree T ′
Once the implicit tree structure is extracted, we can now apply the traditional radial tree drawing method to the tree T ′ . We place each vertex v i ∈V on one of the sequential concentric circles C 1 ,C 2 ,…,C k centred in the display medium, depending on the graph-theoretic distance d(r, v i ). The algorithm for radial drawing is adapted from [11, 12] and stated below: Figure 5 shows the example of such drawings. This radial drawing of T ′ is used as the backbone layout of G.
The radial drawing of complete G
Once the backbone layout of G is drawn, we could add edges in E″ to the layout without changing any vertex positions predefined in the backbone layout. In the example shown in Fig.5 , we could simply add 5 non-tree edges (B1, B2), (B5, C1), (B2, C3), (B4, C5) and (C7, C8) to the layout.
As assumed at the beginning, we mainly deal with tree-like graphs that contain only a small number of non-tree edges. Therefore, the addition of several non-tree edges will not affect the quality of the layout significantly, in terms of the aesthetic rules and readability.
Switching to force-directed drawing
While the radial layout algorithm is good for drawing small static graphs in Marching-Graph application, it is unsuited for incremental drawing of large (or dynamic) graphs. For example, Yee, et al. proposed an animated exploration of radial layout graphs [13] , which linearly interpolates the polar coordinates of the vertices during the transition of views. As a result of using that technique, the layout changes greatly when moving from an old focus vertex to a new one during the navigation of a graph. Thus, the broken connection between two layouts will 全武 等:一种用于 Marching-Graph 图形绘制的快速收敛布局算法 1927 significantly increase the cognition overload for the user to understand the changes between views.
We therefore hand over the initial radial layout to a force-directed layout, whose effectiveness in view of transformation through its own animation loops and incremental explorations has been demonstrated in our initial experiments [10] .
In the final step, we apply a force-directed drawing algorithm to the above layout to replace the initial radial drawing. Although, an improved force-directed layout algorithm has a running time equivalent to O(V 2 logV). The use of a radial drawing as the initial layout of the force-directed drawing algorithm can greatly reduce the number of iterations to make the drawing to convergent status. However, simply applying a force-directed method to a radial graph drawing could cause a highly disoriented rearrangement. To overcome the disorientation for the viewer, we enforce the following constraints when switching to the force-directed layout:
1)
We use the length of each edge produced in the initial radial drawing as the resting length of its spring in the force-directed drawing.
2) Considering the repulsion force between two vertices as the inverse of their squared separation, the major repulsion force exerted on a vertex v comes from the other vertices that are close to v. In order to prevent the vertices from separating too far due to the repulsion force, we make the coefficient of each spring proportional to the total descendant amount of next two hops of the two vertices connected by that spring. With the exception of the most outer fringe vertices, we apply a constant spring coefficient to keep those vertices from spreading out of the display area.
3)
A tree-like graph usually contains a small number of non-tree edges. In order to minimize the layout alteration between the final force-directed drawing and the original radial drawing, we waive the spring forces applied on non-tree edges. These non-tree edges without spring forces may create edge crossings. However, this influence can be ignored, as the number of non-tree edges is small. 
An Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our new fast convergence layout algorithm by comparing the experimental results with other traditional force-directed methods, in which the initial positions of vertices are usually defined either randomly or at the centre of the display medium. The final layouts of these data sets generated by our algorithm are presented in Fig.7 .
In our experiment, each data set is drawn by three force-directed methods.
a) The fast convergence layout algorithm (FC method),
b) The force-directed drawing method that places the initial position of vertices randomly (FR method)
c) The force-directed drawing method that places the initial position of vertices at the origin (centre) of the display coordinates (FO method)
The forces used in all the force-directed methods are the same. The total force exerted on vertex v is: Fig.7 The final force-directed layouts of four data sets consisting of 24 (28), 65 (73), 129 (161) and 160 (212) vertices (edges) generated by our algorithm where f uv is the force exerted on v by the spring between v and u∈N(v) which is the direct neighbourhood set of v; g uv is the n-body force exerted on v by one of the other vertices u∈V. We use a quad-tree based implementation of the Barnes-Hut algorithm [14] for this n-body force calculation efficiently.
We used an IBM ThinkPad T30 Laptop (CPU 1.80GHz, Memory 256 MB) to run this experiment. The display resolution was configured to 1024×768 pixels. All the graphs were drawn in a 700×700 pixels square region.
Time Consumption
Time Consumption or TC is the run-time spent in drawing a graph from its initial state to the end state, which is crucial to measuring the efficiency of force-directed graph drawing. Fast graph drawing is essential for exploring through a series of data sets with real-time response. Therefore, our objective in this research is to layout graphs as fast as possible. The proposed FC method attempts to speed up the convergence of traditional force-directed drawing methods, to suit the force-directed methods for interactive graph drawings. Since the convergence procedure of force-directed algorithms involves an infinite loop, we need to define a constant to form a convergence condition that will terminate the drawing. Given a graph G, which consists of n vertices, the average force AF acting on every vertex is calculated by the following formula:
We assume that when AF is less than a small force constant, the drawing of the graph reaches almost to the final layout. Therefore, we terminate the convergence procedure when AF<1E−5f becomes true. We can then use the system clock to easily count the consumed time, TC=t 1 -t 0 , where t 0 is the beginning time of drawing and t 1 is the time at which AF<1E−5f stands.
The total time consumed for a FC run R fc consists of two parts The outcome of comparisons is illustrated in Fig.9(a) . We can see that the overall performance of our FC method is superior over the other two methods, as FC improves significantly in convergence of energy minimization. For example, to draw Graph2 with 65 vertices, FC takes only 2.07 seconds. In contrast, FR and FO take 8.37 and 7.88 seconds respectively, both about four times as long as the time spent by our new method. FC outperforms FR and FO even more for drawing large graphs. When drawing Graph4 that consists of 160 vertices, FC takes only 4.86 seconds, less than a quarter of time spent by the other two methods.
Average Vertex Position Variance
Vertex Position Variance or VPV indicates the position change of a vertex between its end position and its start position in the drawing. As shown in Fig.8 (a), a VPV(v i ) of vertex v i is defined as the geometric distance between the end position P e (v i ) and the start position P s (v i ). So, the average value of vertex position variance AVPV of G can be expressed below:
The larger the value of AVPV (G) is, the more greatly the mental map of the graph G changes. Therefore, to effectively preserve the mental map of layout of G after the view transformation, we should minimize the value of
AVPV(G).
The comparisons are illustrated in Fig.9 (a) (b) Fig.8 The picture (a) defines the VPV that equals to the distance between P s and P e .
The picture (b) defines the VTL that equals to the length of total travel path P s ,P 2 ,…,P e (0,0)
d is ta n c e
Average Vertex Travel Length
Vertex Travel Length or VTL is the length of the entire path a vertex travelled from its start position to its end position. VTL consists of a series of turning points P s ,P 2 ,…,P j−1 ,P j ,…,P e , see Fig.8(b) . This measurement is important in determining the convergence time. A vertex travel length VTL is calculated by accumulating each path segment (P j−1 ,P j ) travelled in each animation loop j, see Fig.8(b) . Suppose that m iterations are required for the convergence, the VTL of a vertex v i is:
Thus, the Average Vertex Travel Length AVTL of G can be calculated by the following formula:
A large value of AVTL(G) implies that a particular layout method needs long time to reach the convergence when drawing G and the average vertex position adjustment of each iteration is great as well. Figure 9 (c) shows that the overall AVTL value in our FC method is very small in contrast to the other two methods. For example, for the largest one of the four graphs, the convergence procedure of FC produces a low AVTL(Graph4) value of 158.88. In contrast, the other two methods produce the values of 796.14 and 768.06. This result indicates that our FC method could greatly shorten the convergence time in drawing force-directed graphs.
Furthermore, we found that the three measurements are comparatively consistent among ten runs of our FC method for each of the four data sets. In contrast, the runs of the FR and FO methods vary greatly. For example, we can see from the Fig.10 that the AVTL curves produced by our FC method for each data set are nearly level with tiny variance. However, the values generated by the other two methods fluctuate greatly. This implicates that the layouts produced by the FC method are more predictable and consistent, which can considerably relief the cognition 全武 等:一种用于 Marching-Graph 图形绘制的快速收敛布局算法 1931 overload for users. Fig.9 A summary of the experimental results of four data sets 
Conclusions
We have presented a Fast Convergence (FC) graph drawing method for force-directed graph layouts.
Particularly, we integrated the radial drawing algorithm into the traditional force-directed algorithm to produce fast convergence and predictable force-directed graph layouts. We believe that FC is an effective way for drawing a series of graphs G 1 ,G 2 ,…,G n in a variety of applications, where real-time responses are required. The FC method is originally designed to satisfy the real-time interaction requirements in a spatially referenced information visualization called Marching-Graph that allows users to "march" through a series of graphs G 1 ,G 2 ,…,G n that are related to particular geographic regions on a map. The "marching" requires fast drawings of the graphs. The efficiency of navigation relies largely on the convergence time (or TC) spent in drawing those graphs. This method can also be applied to other visualization applications that require the navigation of a series of graphs in real-time.
To evaluate the FC method, we have conducted an experimental comparison between our method and two traditional force-directed drawing methods by running four data sets consisting of 24, 65, 129 and 160 data items.
The comparisons show that the FC method achieves a significant improvement in terms of the convergence time spent for energy minimization and the preservation of the mental map.
In the next phase, we plan to carry out more formal evaluation experiments to investigate the scalability and applicability of the FC method. Furthermore, we will continuously investigate other alternative methods for speeding up the convergence procedures in force-directed graph drawing algorithms.
